Maus-Adapter 63840

Description
The Maus-Adapter makes it possible to use the Roco® Lokmaus 2® as a hand controller with the Intellibox, DAISY System or the TwinCenter in order to control locomotives. Programming functions which are provided digital center are not available to the Lokmaus 2 for technical reason.

Connection
The Maus-Adapter is connected to the LocoNet with the supplied LocoNet cable. Use the LocoNet-B output of the Intellibox or TwinCenter or the Power 2 output on a DAISY system.

The red LED shows the activity on the X-Bus.
The adapter can accommodate a maximum of 3 Lokmice.

NOTE:
Never connect a Lokmaus directly with the LocoNet without using the adapter.
Never use a LocoNet cable to connect the Lokmaus to the Maus-Adapter.
The Lokmaus will sustain damage in both cases.

Configuring the Lokmaus
When using with the Maus-Adapter the Lokmaus must be assigned an “X-Bus address” and the automatic Lokmaus configuration must be switched off.

This product has two year warrantee.
If it is defective send decoder along with the receipt of purchase to the following address:
Uhlenbrock Elektronik * Mercatorstr. 6 * 46244 Bottrop * Tel: 02045-85830 * Fax: 02045-86